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Chapter 2: Sign-Tracking Model of the Addiction Blind Spot
Arthur Tomie,*a,b Peter Jeffers,a and Barbara Zitoc

Abstract
No one sets out to become an addict. Drug use begins voluntarily, but somehow, through
repetition and ritual, drug-taking becomes unstoppable. The most obvious characteristic of
addiction is that drug use takes on a life of its own, but how and why this happens remains a
mystery. The voices of addicts serve only to deepen the mystery. Many tell us that their drug use
escalated, even as they were trying very hard to keep it under control. Despite repeated failed
attempts to maintain self-control, when addiction closed in, they were stunned, because all along
they were certain that they could quit drug use if they really wanted to. There is something
mysterious and stealthy about the drug addiction process that allows addiction to prey upon the
unsuspecting. Based upon our research, we have concluded that there is an addiction blind spot
in the form of a psychological scotoma, which enables the gradual erosion of self-control to
proceed unrecognized. Due to this blind spot the loss of self-control occurs in the background, at
a preconscious level, without awareness. The addiction blind spot obscures the loss of selfcontrol that fuels the transition from social, recreational, and voluntary drug use into the realm of
the habitual and automatic drug-taking of the drug abuser.
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Introduction
Addiction nosologists (Babor, 1995; Jellinek, 1960) and addiction researchers (Barker & Taylor,
2014; Corbit & Janak, 2016; de Wit et al., 2012; Tiffany, 1990; Tiffany & Conklin, 2000) have
long noted that repeated drug use sets the stage for the gradual progression from voluntary and
intended drug use into reflexive and poorly controlled drug abuse. Our hypothesis is that
repeated drug use induces Pavlovian sign-tracking of drug-taking, which accounts for the
increase in vulnerability to drug cues that accompanies the habitual and automatic drug-taking of
the drug abuser (Corbit & Janak, 2016). The sign-tracking model (STM) has previously been
presented in a number of theoretical reviews (Tomie, 1995, 1996; Tomie, Badawy, & Rutyna,
2016; Tomie, Grimes, & Pohorecky, 2008; Tomie & Sharma, 2013) where we have proposed
that the development of sign-tracking conditioned response (CR) performance of drug-taking
provides a unified account of prominent features of drug abuse, including escalation into
excessive drug-taking and the loss of control of drug-taking.
In the present chapter, we expand on the role of sign-tracking to account for the blind spot in the
drug addiction process. The drug addict is in the dark, unaware that sign-tracking has developed
and is gradually robbing him or her of his or her free will. The addiction blind spot is evidenced
by their lack of awareness that their actions have become triggered and reflexive due to signtracking. They remain confident in their ability to control their drug use, even as they lose their
grip. While treatment specialists have made reference to the addiction blind spot (Formica, 2012;
Reich, 2015), their focus was on relapse and the ego-hypertrophic overconfidence that
encourages risk-taking. In contrast, our focus is on a much earlier phase of the drug addiction
process. It is when the user chooses to use drugs again and again, that this ritualized experience
leads to the development of sign-tracking, which is a form of drug-taking that the user cannot
control. We propose that the development of sign-tracking of drug-taking goes unnoticed
because the reflexive use of drugs closely resembles and passes for voluntary drug-taking. Thus,
the naïve user is oblivious to the emergence of sign-tracking of drug-taking, as sign-tracking
integrates seamlessly with ongoing voluntary drug use. This is the addiction blind spot, where
drug-taking is slipping out of control and the user is unable to see it.
Sign-tracking is especially likely to go undetected because of representational and cognitive
momentum (Hubbard, 2015; Miura 1990), the tendency to see what we expect to see and to see it
as that which we have seen all along. The user has already established a history of performing
voluntary acts of intended drug-taking and continues to see it that way. When sign-tracking CR
performance of drug-taking does emerge, the user will perceive it as just another ordinary routine
act of voluntary and intended drug-taking. In other words, sign-tracking is simply overlooked
because it is camouflaged as voluntary drug use and is virtually invisible, allowing sign-tracking
of drug-taking to hide in plain sight.
The following discussion will focus on these fundamental questions: What is sign-tracking?
What role does sign-tracking play in the compulsive use of drugs? How does sign-tracking
contribute to the blind spot, that is, to the misguided belief of the drug abuser that they are in
control of their drug-taking?

Sign-tracking is a form of Pavlovian conditioning. Pavlov’s dogs learned to salivate to the tone
conditioned stimulus (CS) that signaled food unconditioned stimulus (US). During sign-tracking
procedures, the subject learns to react to the presentation of the object CS that signals the
delivery of the food US as though the object CS was the actual food US (Brown & Jenkins,
1968). For example, when food is the US, the subject will approach the lever object CS, contact
the lever object CS, and then lick, gnaw, and chew (i.e., “consume”) the lever object CS.
However, regardless of what the subject does, the food reward US is delivered. This is important
to the understanding of sign-tracking. Even though lever-pressing for food reward is a widely
employed operant reward training procedure, sign-tracking is not a voluntary goal-directed
operant response (Locurto, 1981; Tomie, Brooks, & Zito, 1989), and therefore does not serve the
instrumental purpose of acquiring the food reward US. It is important to note that sign-tracking
may be induced during operant reward training procedures and may resemble operant
responding, but sign-tracking induced during operant procedures does not increase operant goaldirected behavior; rather, sign-tracking increases non-instrumental performance of instrumentallike responding.
It bears repeating that sign-tracking is an acquired Pavlovian reflex. It is a complex sequence of
directed skeletal-motor responses that are conditioned to be triggered by the object CS and, in
addition, to be performed regardless of the intention of the subject (D. Williams & H. Williams,
1969; for reviews, see Herrnstein & Loveland, 1972; Locurto, 1981; Locurto, Terrace, &
Gibbon, 1976, 1978). For a brief video showing the acquisition of sign-tracking in a laboratory
rat, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x38b0R6TZxM.
Herein lies the crux of the matter, the erroneous presumption of the drug abuser, who all along
thought that quitting was simply a matter of deciding to do so. The drug abuser is baffled and
confused because the actions of sign-tracking of drug-taking, which are reflexive and
involuntary, were mistaken for and misconstrued as the actions of voluntary and intended drugtaking (Tomie & Sharma, 2013). Figure 2.1, using alcohol drinking as an example, illustrates
how voluntary operant drug-taking brings about the development of sign-tracking CR
performance of drug-taking.

Figure 2.1. Sign-Tracking Model (STM) using the example of voluntary alcohol drinking that
induces Pavlovian sign-tracking CR performance of alcohol drinking (Tomie & Sharma, 2013).
Note that alcohol’s pharmacological effects serve to further increase sign-tracking CR
performance (Tomie, Cunha, Mosakowski, Quartarolo, Pohorecky, & Benjamin, 1998; Spoelder,
Flores Dourojeanni, de Git, Baars, Lesscher, & Vanderschuren, 2017).

STM emphasizes the role of the tool used by humans as a conduit to aid in consuming the drug
(Tomie, 1995, 1996). For example, through repetitions of drug-taking, the cocktail glass CS
comes to signal the impending drug reward US. In this way, repeated voluntary acts of alcohol
drinking from the cocktail glass CS provide the user with numerous Pavlovian CS-US pairings,
which are conducive to the induction of Pavlovian sign-tracking CR performance. What does the
topography, the sequence of physical movements, of sign-tracking CR performance of alcohol
drinking look like?

Consider the case of the alcohol user who is in the early stages of exhibiting sign-tracking of
triggered, reflexive, and automatic alcohol drinking. He comes home after a stressful day, walks
straight to his home bar, and begins the well-practiced routine of pouring a drink. He reaches for
his favorite bottle of bourbon, takes the tumbler glass from the cabinet and as he drops the ice
cubes into the glass, he hears the familiar clink of the ice hitting the glass. He then pours the
bourbon over the ice cubes and proceeds to bring to his lips his favorite drink, bourbon on the
rocks. This ritual is performed over and over again. How does this physical process, the actual
preparation of and consumption of the drink, differ from his bourbon-drinking prior to the
acquisition of the triggered, reflexive, and automatic habit of doing it? The problem is, it doesn’t.
This is exactly how he made his drink before he developed the habit, and due to the development
of sign-tracking, it’s exactly how he will make his drink now and in the foreseeable future. In
other words, the voluntary action and the reflexive action appear the same. Despite the fact that
the subject’s routine of pouring and consuming the drink has become reflexive and is now
performed mindlessly and automatically, nothing in his actual skeletal-motor response sequence
appears any different from before, when it was all performed as a voluntary and intended action.
For this reason, drinking beyond what was intended is likely to be misinterpreted as “I changed
my mind,” indicating that I believe that I am still in control of my drinking. Note that the
physical movements of sign-tracking of alcohol drinking and the physical movements of
voluntary intended alcohol drinking appear to be identical. Sign-tracking of drug-taking,
therefore, is inconspicuous, easily overlooked, and virtually invisible because sign-tracking of
drug-taking looks very much like voluntary operant drug self-administration.
As alcohol use is repeated and loss of control of alcohol drinking begins to develop, voluntary
acts of alcohol drinking will continue to take place as before. But now, in addition, due to the
acquisition of sign-tracking CR performance, the drinker will absent-mindedly have a drink
without intending to do it. This is not the same as deciding to have a drink. This is a triggered
reflex. This is the first sign of the emergence of sign-tracking of alcohol drinking. Because the
topography of the sign-tracking CR closely resembles the topography of voluntary drug-taking,
the unconcerned user may drink excessively, having more than intended, but remain oblivious as
to why. As sign-tracking develops further, alcohol drinking gradually becomes more reflexive,
automatic, involuntary, mindless, thoughtless, and more difficult to stop. This is because, due to
the strengthening of Pavlovian conditioning, the mere presence of the cocktail glass is now better
able to trigger sign-tracking of alcohol drinking, resulting in reflexive drinking of the alcoholic
beverage in the cocktail glass. Due to sign-tracking, an ongoing episode of alcohol drinking will
be more difficult to stop, but the underlying cause of the actions of continued drinking will be
overlooked. Having another drink will be seen as a voluntary and intended action that is
regrettable, but correctable, an unfortunate consequence of a bad decision. This optimistic view
allows the abuser to cling to the mistaken belief that they are in control of their drug-taking when
they are not. In this way, they remain blind to the erosion of their self-control and continue to
slide down the slippery slope into the pit of drug addiction.
The complaints of the confused drug addict are telling. “I was blind-sided,” “I never saw it
coming,” “How did this happen to me?” Their words convey that they feel confused and cheated
because they were unaware that their drug-taking would become unstoppable even when they
were trying very hard to quit. Many addicts feel that they plummeted into the pit of addiction
without fair warning because they were unaware that their control of their drug-taking was

slipping away. This problem is addressed by Levitch, Marcinkowski-Paulis, and Tomie (this
volume), who found that storytelling about sign-tracking significantly boosted awareness of the
loss of self-control and improved understanding of how the loss of self-control contributes to the
development of drug addiction.

Conduits
It should be noted that humans typically employ a tool as a conduit (i.e., tooter, bong, cigarette,
syringe, capsule) to assist in the self-administration of abused drugs (i.e., cocaine, marijuana,
tobacco, heroin, prescription pain-killers). In addition, humans typically consume alcohol from a
container (i.e., cocktail glass, ale mug, beer bottle) employed as a conduit to assist in drinking
alcoholic beverages. An unintended role of the conduit, therefore, is to allow humans to selfadminister drugs in a manner that is perfectly suited to the development of sign-tracking CR
performance of drug-taking. Moreover, and crucial to the understanding of the blind spot, the
conduit provides a common target at which both forms of drug-taking (voluntary operant drugtaking and reflexive sign-tracking of drug-taking) are directed. As noted earlier, the form of the
sign-tracking CR resembles the form of the operant response performed when the subject decides
to have a drink. Their shared common target, at the cocktail glass, serves to bring them together,
merging them into a single unified stream of responding. In this way, the conduit triggers
excessive use but, at the same time, camouflages sign-tracking, creating the blind spot that
allows the user to believe that their excessive use of drugs is by choice. Thus, the user remains
overconfident, unconcerned, and oblivious, even as drug-taking becomes increasingly difficult to
control.
Using a conduit to self-administer a drug plays a major role in the creation of the addiction blind
spot. This is because repeatedly using the conduit to take the drug provides precisely the protocol
that will lead to the development of sign-tracking of drug-taking. The reflexive and impulsive
use of drugs is then able to masquerade as voluntary drug-taking when in fact it is due to signtracking. Using the conduit as the drug-taking tool allows the conduit to act as a drug cue, and
this serves to obscure the distinction between voluntary and reflexive drug use. This provides the
opportunity for sign-tracking to slip by unnoticed, so that the user fails to recognize that they are
not acting by choice but losing control of their drug-taking.

CAM and Masking
When the conduit also serves as a drug cue, then the conduit provides a common target for signtracking of drug-taking and operant drug self-administration. To be clear, in the language of the
animal learning literature, the conduit is the response manipulandum that the subject must
contact in order to obtain the drug’s rewarding effects. The response manipulandum, therefore,
serves as the target at which the operant drug self-administration response is directed. Examples
of the manipulandum in the animal learning laboratory are the pecking key in the operant
chamber of the pigeon or the response lever in the operant chamber of the rat. The conduit
induces sign-tracking to the extent that the conduit is a reward cue, that is, when the conduit CS
predicts the rewarding effects of the drug US. In the animal learning laboratory, examples of the
reward cue are the sound of a tone emanating from a loudspeaker, which signals that the reward
is available for performing the instrumental response. Other examples are the color (i.e.,

wavelength) of a light stimulus projected onto the pigeon’s pecking key, or the illumination of a
small light located inside or just above the rat’s response lever. Of particular interest are
arrangements where the conduit serves as the response manipulandum and, in addition, as the
reward cue. Under such conditions, the conduit provides for Cue-At-Manipulandum (CAM), an
arrangement that induces the performance of sign-tracking CRs that have often been mistaken
for the operant responses that induced them (Tomie, 1995, 1996).
Consider the case where the conduit is the cocktail glass employed to self-administer an
alcoholic beverage. The operant alcohol drinking response is directed at the cocktail glass that
serves the role of the instrumental response manipulandum. The subject must contact the cocktail
glass in order to obtain alcohol’s rewarding effects. The cocktail glass conduit may also serve the
function of a reward cue when the cocktail glass is positively correlated with the availability of
the drug’s rewarding effects. Under these conditions, the cocktail glass provides for CAM and
allows sign-tracking of drug-taking to develop and co-mingle with operant drug-taking. Thus, the
conduit that provides for CAM induces sign-tracking that is targeted at the same location as the
operant drug-taking response. In this way, the conduit serves as a tool that allows sign-tracking
to masquerade as operant drug-taking.

CAM and the Blind Spot
The animal learning literature reveals that operant procedures that provide for CAM induce signtracking CRs that resemble the operant responses that induced them (for reviews, see Hearst &
Jenkins, 1974; Schwartz & Gamzu, 1977; Tomie, 1995, 1996). Remarkably, this resemblance
was so striking to the naked eye that specifically trained scientific observers could not tell them
apart (Schwartz, 1975; Schwartz, Hamilton, & Silberberg, 1975; Schwartz & Williams, 1972). In
addition, during CAM procedures both response forms are directed at the same location,
therefore, the induced sign-tracking CRs have been mistaken for and added to the frequency
counts of operant responses (for reviews, see Hearst & Jenkins, 1974; Schwartz & Gamzu,
1977). Thus, the experimental scientific evidence reveals that when the operant response
manipulandum provides for CAM, then sign-tracking CRs are masked to pass for operant
responding. The masking by CAM is so effective that it was revealed only by rigorous
experimental analysis in the animal learning laboratory.
For many years, learning scientists were perplexed by what was presumed to be the excessive
levels of operant responding that developed during CAM procedures. Laboratory experiments
examined the effects of manipulating the location of the cue with respect to the manipulandum
or, alternatively, the cue’s correlation with the reward. These studies revealed that excessive
operant-like responding was not observed in these non-CAM control conditions. Moreover, it
was discovered that the excessive operant-like responding varied with conditions known to be
conducive to the induction of sign-tracking CRs. Investigators concluded that CAM recruits
sign-tracking CRs that are indistinguishable from and additive with ongoing operant responding
(Hearst & Jenkins, 1974; Schwartz & Gamzu, 1977). To detect the presence of sign-tracking,
innovative experimental analyses of the effects of CAM arrangements were required before
scientists who study learning discovered the presence of this blind spot. In this way, scientists
discovered that sign-tracking CRs had long been mistaken for voluntary operant responses, and
the mistaken identity created the false impression that operant responding was being performed

to excess (Tomie, Brooks, & Zito, 1989). Note that the CAM arrangements that produce this
masking effect, this blind spot, are analogous to those experienced by humans during drugtaking.

Non-CAM Controls
CAM procedures produce higher rates of operant-like responding than do non-CAM control
procedures (Tomie, 1995, 1996). Signal-key studies reveal that this effect is due to the induction
of sign-tracking CRs which, during CAM procedures, add to frequency counts of operant
responding. In signal-key studies, for example, pigeons peck an operant response key
(manipulandum) for food reward. In CAM procedures, the reward cue, a green keylight, is
projected onto the operant manipulandum key. Non-CAM controls receive similar procedures
except the green keylight reward cue is projected onto another key (signal key) located at a
distance from the operant key (Hearst & Gormley, 1976; Keller, 1974; McSweeney, Dougan, &
Farmer, 1986; Schwartz, 1975). These pigeons peck the operant key, as is required to obtain the
reward, but at a reduced rate, relative to the CAM group. The non-CAM controls also pecked the
signal key where the green keylight predictive of the food reward was projected. They did this
even though pecking the signal key did not serve the purpose of procuring the food reward. Thus,
signal-key studies reveal that when operant procedures provide for CAM, sign-tracking CRs are
induced, and they are targeted at the operant response key, yielding higher rates of operant-like
responding relative to non-CAM controls. The scientific literature reveals that the naked eye
cannot differentiate sign-tracking CRs from operant responses, and rigorous experimental
analysis in the animal learning laboratory is required to distinguish between them.
Another non-CAM control procedure is the non-differential reward training schedule (for
reviews, see Dunham, 1968; Rachlin, 1973; Terrace, 1972). In these studies, pigeons peck an
operant key (manipulandum) for food reward. The manipulandum key is illuminated either by a
green light or a red light, which alternate sequentially. In the first phase, the non-CAM control
procedures are in effect. The food reward is equally likely when pigeons peck the green keylight
or the red keylight. In the second phase, the schedule in effect during the green keylight remains
as before, but the red keylight now signals that an extinction schedule is in effect. The green
keylight is a reward cue; therefore, CAM procedures are in effect, and the rate of responding
directed at the green keylight increases dramatically.
For many years, this effect, called “positive behavioral contrast,” was interpreted as elevated
operant responding, even though the higher rates of operant-like responding did not produce
more food rewards. It is a well-documented property of time-based interval schedules of reward
that the number of rewards delivered is largely independent of the rate of responding (Ferster &
Skinner, 1957). The non-CAM control procedures favored a different interpretation of the
positive behavioral contrast effect. They revealed that the excessive pecking directed at the green
keylight was due to the signal value of the green keylight. This is consistent with an
interpretation based on the induction of sign-tracking CRs that were simply misconstrued as
operant responses. It should be noted that positive behavioral contrast during CAM procedures
have also been reported in other species, including rats (Allison, 1976; Atnip, 1985; Freeman,
1971; Higa & McSweeney, 1987; Jensen & Fallon, 1973; Karpicke, Christoph, Peterson, &
Hearst, 1977; Peterson, Ackil, Frommer, & Hearst, 1972) and goldfish (Bottjer, Scobie, &

Wallace, 1977). These data reveal that sign-tracking CRs have often been counted as operant
responses and that non-CAM control procedures have been required to distinguish between
them.

Preposterous Imposters
CAM induces sign-tracking of non-instrumental performance of instrumental-like responding.
This type of effect may bedevil the drug abuser who intends to refrain from drug use but is
instead triggered to have yet another. In this way, CAM may induce mistake-prone, erroneous,
and unintended behavior that appears to be an operant or instrumental response but is instead a
sign-tracking response. The unwelcome behavior is actually a well-disguised imposter. The
actions are not voluntary, they are reflexive. Some examples of the sign-tracking CR posing as
an error-prone operant response include the misbehavior effect and the feature-learning effect.
The “misbehavior of organisms” was first reported by professional animal trainers, Keller and
Marian Breland, who successfully applied Skinnerian reinforcement contingencies in the training
of thousands of animals in a variety of tasks (K. Breland & M. Breland, 1961, 1966). They did,
however, experience some rather perplexing instances where things did not go according to plan.
In a typical example, raccoons were trained to pick up wooden coins and deposit them through a
slot into a small metal box for food reward. Though initially things went well, with further
training the raccoons began to experience problems. They seemed unable to let go of the coins,
spending several minutes handling them with their forepaws and “rubbing them together in a
most miserly fashion” (K. Breland & M. Breland, 1961). The raccoons often dipped the coins
into the slot only to pull them out again. In the end, the coins were chewed, licked, scratched,
clawed, rubbed, and washed, but rarely deposited. Remarkably, the actions of the raccoons made
it appear as if they were trying to clean a morsel of food. Further training only made matters
worse, until the project was reluctantly abandoned. Other abandoned projects attempted similar
training with rats, pigs, squirrel monkeys, chickens, turkeys, otters, porpoises, and whales. This
“misbehavior” should not be construed as the distraction of an animal that has lost interest in
eating, because increasing the animal’s hunger merely intensifies this effect (K. Breland & M.
Breland, 1961, 1966). For video of raccoons exhibiting misbehavior due to sign-tracking, see:
https://tailoftheraccoon.com/the-integrated-reward-system/.
Procedures conducive to misbehavior provide for CAM. The coin serves as the reward cue and
as the instrumental response manipulandum. Misbehavior is revealed by the development of a
prohibited response that occurs excessively and persists despite contingent non-reinforcement.
Misbehavior is an instance where CAM induces mistake-prone, erroneous, and unintended
behaviors that appear to be operant or instrumental responses, when, in reality, the responses are
actually due to sign-tracking, the well-disguised imposter. It should be noted that the
misbehaving raccoons resemble drug abusers whose intention to refrain is thwarted by their
triggered actions to have yet another. They are unable to stop themselves. They are repeatedly
stymied by their inability to control themselves, as they are reflexively triggered to approach,
contact, and “consume” the object that has been paired with the reward.
The feature-learning effect provides another instance where the intrusion of sign-tracking
induced error-prone responding during operant procedures. In a typical study, the subject

responds by touching the stimulus display, which is the response manipulandum. The S+ display
is a red dot on a green background. The S- display is the same, except without the red dot. This is
the feature-positive discrimination, which yields excellent accuracy. The feature-negative
procedure reverses the displays, so that the red dot, the distinguishing feature, is on the S-.
Although the stimulus displays used in the two discrimination tasks are equally distinguishable
from one another, subjects in the feature-negative condition make far more errors (Bitgood,
Segrave, & Jenkins, 1976; Norton, Muldrew, & Strub, 1971; Sainsbury, 1971).
Analysis of the location of responding supports a sign-tracking interpretation (Crowell &
Bernhardt, 1979; Hearst & Jenkins, 1974). Feature-positive subjects respond to the S+ display by
touching the red dot, thereby recording a correct response and earning the reward. Featurenegative subjects, on the other hand, respond to their S+ display by touching the green
background. Apparently, the pairing of the green display with the reward induces sign-tracking
CRs, leading to incorrect responding on S- trials. Some children expressed frustration upon
performing the error, because they knew better, but responded without thinking (personal
communication, H. Strub). This suggests that feature-negative errors were induced by signtracking CRs posing as operant responses. These sign-tracking CRs are preposterous imposters
that served to sabotage the intention of the subject, which was to produce accurate discrimination
performance.

CAM and the Alcohol Sipper
In the animal laboratory, voluntary operant alcohol self-administration is observed when a rat
drinks an alcohol solution from a sipper tube. Note that the sipper tube is the response
manipulandum, a tool employed as a conduit to assist in the drinking of the alcoholic beverage.
The positive contingency between the sipper tube CS and alcohol (i.e., CAM arrangement) will
elicit sign-tracking CR performance of sipper CS-directed alcohol drinking, and the alcohol
drinking due to sign-tracking will add to operant alcohol drinking, resulting in elevated levels of
alcohol intake relative to non-CAM controls. Studies that vary the contingency between the
sipper CS and alcohol US show that alcohol intake varies directly with the positive contingency
between the sipper CS and alcohol US (Tomie, Gittleman, Dranoff, & Pohorecky, 2005; Tomie,
Miller, Dranoff, & Pohorecky, 2006). Note that the elevated alcohol drinking, presumably due to
sign-tracking, is indistinguishable from operant alcohol self-administration.
Sign-tracking CR performance is sensitive to the positive contingency between the CS and the
US, which varies as a function of the ratio of the duration of the non-CS (i.e., sipper CS
retraction) periods relative to the duration of the CS presentation (i.e., sipper CS insertion)
periods (Balsam & Gibbon, 1988; Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000; Jenkins, Barnes & Barrera, 1981).
Intermittent sipper procedures improve the covariation between the sipper CS and the alcohol US
by increasing the amount of time during the daily drinking session that the sipper CS and,
consequently, the alcohol US, are both absent. The CAM hypothesis predicts that elevated signtracking of alcohol drinking will be induced by extending the periods of time during the daily
drinking session when the sipper CS is retracted from the drinking chamber. This schedule
increases the contingency between the sipper and the alcohol. An intermittent schedule of
availability of the alcohol sipper CS (Intermittent Sipper procedure) provides for repeated
insertions and retractions of the alcohol sipper CS such that the alcohol sipper CS is removed

from the drinking chamber for the majority of the drinking session. In a Continuous Sipper
procedure, fixed position alcohol drinking tubes provide for continuous availability of the
alcohol sipper CS during the entire duration of the drinking session. Remarkably, it has been
reported in several studies that the Intermittent Sipper procedure induced more alcohol drinking
than the Continuous Sipper procedure, even though the Continuous Sipper procedure made the
alcohol solution available to the rats for a much longer time (Tomie, et al., 2005; Tomie, et al.,
2006).
Similar effects of intermittent sipper procedures versus continuous sipper procedures have been
reported in studies of home cage alcohol drinking. Rats provided with continuous access to the
alcohol sipper in their home cage drink less alcohol per day than rats deprived of access to the
alcohol sipper, and consequently, access to the alcohol solution, on some of the days (Brancato,
Plescia, Lavanco, Cavallaro, & Cannizzaro, 2016; Carnicella, Ron, & Barak, 2014; Loi et al.,
2010; Peris, Rhodes, McCullough, Aramini, & Zharikova, 2015; Sabino, Kwak, Rice, &
Cottone, 2013; Simms, et al., 2008; Simms, Nielsen, Li, & Bartlett, 2013; Wise, 1973). This
effect has also been reported in mice (Melendez, 2011). This suggests that the effects of the
contingency between sipper CS and alcohol US are evident across a broad range of alcohol
drinking procedures.

CAM and Problem Drinking
STM predicts that, due to CAM-induced sign-tracking, excessive and poorly controlled alcohol
drinking (i.e., problem drinking) will vary directly with the positive contingency between the
conduit CS and alcohol US. Consider the following scenario. Suppose that your favorite drink is
a double martini, extra dry, with two olives and an onion, served in a lead crystal cocktail glass.
Suppose further that all of the alcohol that you drink is consumed in this way. Under these
conditions, your alcohol drinking repertoire is extremely narrow. While this does simplify the
ordering of drinks (i.e., “I’ll have the usual”), the narrow drinking repertoire is an alcohol
drinking style that, according to STM will encourage problem drinking, due to the development
of sign-tracking. This is because alcohol’s rewarding effects are only experienced after the
cocktail glass has been experienced, making the cocktail glass an excellent cue that is highly
predictive of alcohol reward. The cocktail glass will, therefore, readily elicit sign-tracking,
resulting in reflexive acts of automatic and unintended alcohol drinking. Therefore, due to signtracking the narrow drinking repertoire will be associated with binge episodes of excessive
alcohol drinking and elevated rates of problem drinking.
Addiction nosologists studying the progression into alcoholism have confirmed the longitudinal
trend toward the narrowing of the drinking repertoire (Cottler, Phelps, & Compton, 1995;
Jellinek, 1960; McCreary, 2002). Eventually, alcohol is consumed only in the form of a favorite
alcoholic beverage that is served only in a particular form of glassware. This alcohol drinking
style eventually becomes a ritual that has been noted to presage the nosological progression into
more frequent episodes of excessive and poorly controlled alcohol drinking (Jellinek, 1960). The
link between the narrowing of the drinking repertoire and the subsequent onset of problem
drinking is consistent with the hypothesis that the CAM arrangement, and, consequently, the
induction of sign-tracking, contributes to poorly controlled alcohol drinking in humans.

Additional evidence consistent with the CAM hypothesis is provided by cultural anthropologists
who noted higher rates of problem drinking in Northern Europe, as compared to Mediterranean
Europe, even though the per capita consumption of alcohol in those regions is comparable (de
Lint, 1973; Heath, 1987). While there are many cultural aspects of alcohol drinking that may
contribute to these regional disparities in problem drinking rates, it should be noted that the types
of glassware used to consume alcoholic beverages differ across regions and in accordance with
predictions by the CAM hypothesis. Northern European cultures have widely adopted a style of
drinking alcohol almost exclusively from specialized containers, including lead crystal stemware,
goblets, and flutes, as well as metal ware in the form of beer mugs and ale steins.
This style of drinking is in contrast to Mediterranean Europe, where alcohol is often consumed
from common everyday glassware of the sort typically used to consume water or other nonalcoholic beverages (Levin, 1990). The common glassware is a poor alcohol cue because it is
often present even though alcohol’s effects are not, and, therefore, the common glassware is less
likely to elicit sign-tracking. The link between specialized glassware and elevated rates of
problem drinking is consistent with the hypothesis that CAM-induced sign-tracking contributes
to the loss of control of alcohol drinking in humans.
If problem drinking in humans is partially due to CAM-induced sign-tracking of alcohol
drinking, then an effective therapeutic remedy would be to reduce the cue value of the glassware
used to consume alcoholic beverages. For example, consider the effects of pouring your favorite
alcoholic beverage into a soup bowl. The soup bowl, that presumably has never been used to
drink an alcoholic beverage, will be unlikely to trigger sign-tracking of alcohol drinking, so that
the alcohol consumed will be limited to that which was intended. Another remedy to correct
excessive drinking would consist of using your favorite specialized alcohol glassware to drink
non-alcoholic beverages, such as milk, soft drinks, fruit juice, and vegetable smoothies. This
practice will reduce the cue value of that glassware as a signal for alcohol reward, making your
favorite specialized alcohol glassware less effective as a trigger. In addition, by using common
tools unrelated to alcohol drinking, the entire ritual of consumption would be disrupted, thereby
making the process much less familiar and enjoyable. In summary, evidence from studies of
cross-cultural drinking styles reveals that problem drinking rates vary directly with the cue value
of the container used to consume alcoholic beverages. This is consistent with the CAM
hypothesis and suggests that problem drinking in humans, that has been interpreted as voluntary
alcohol drinking performed to excess, is in part due to sign-tracking of alcohol drinking. This
reflexive and excessive use of alcohol is camouflaged by CAM to pass for operant alcohol selfadministration. Thus, a good recipe for the induction of problem drinking in humans is CAM.

Addiction Scotoma
A visual scotoma is a blind spot in the visual field, due to a floater, a cataract, or other physical
obstruction in the eye. A mental or psychological scotoma is a blind spot in our perception, in the
way we view reality. It is, therefore, in a sense, a denial of reality. The denial of reality is a
losing proposition that pits our perception against what is true. This is a battle that we can never
win. In any dispute with reality, we must lose eventually (Paul, 2017). Such is the case with drug
addiction, where turning a blind eye toward the loss of self-control can only make matters worse.
The question remains, why is the addiction blind spot so prevalent? Why are we unable to realize

that we are losing control of our drug-taking? Part of the problem is our tendency to see things as
they were before. Early in the process, when drug use was initiated, drug-taking was strictly
voluntary and intended, so that these repetitions of voluntary acts of operant drug-taking
provided us with a presented pattern. Factors related to representational momentum and
cognitive momentum favor forward projected displacements that continue this presented pattern
(Freyd, 1987; Hubbard, 2010, 2015, 2017; Miura, 1990). With regard to drug-taking, the
repetitions of voluntary acts of operant drug-taking clearly provide the presented pattern, so that
additional instances of drug-taking are likely to be seen as the mere continuation of this
previously established pattern. Due to cognitive momentum, the user is biased to see drug-taking
as voluntary and intended, regardless of whether the drug-taking was an operant or a signtracking CR. The previously well-established presented pattern of voluntary and intended drugtaking influences the user to see sign-tracking but mistake it as more of the same. We are blind to
the influence of sign-tracking because of the strong expectation formed by the previously
presented pattern of voluntary drug use.
When it comes to recognizing we are losing control of our drug-taking, another part of the
problem, is the “illusion of control,” our inclination to overestimate our ability to exercise
control over events in our lives (Chapin & Coleman, 2009; Gouveia & Clark, 2001). The illusion
of control is consistent with a pervasive optimistic bias that fuels the ego-hypertrophic
overconfidence that causes the user to fail to internalize risk (Kendler, Prescott, Myers, & Neale,
2003; Leyton & Stewart, 2014). The overconfident user believes that the risk of losing control of
drug-taking is something that may happen to others, but it will never happen to them. They are in
denial of how much is at risk. The illusion of control biases the user to see themselves as always
in control of their drug-taking, and this is the case even when there is evidence that suggests selfcontrol failure. Due to the overconfidence instilled by the illusion of control, the user’s
perception will be biased so as to be highly resistant to the possibility they may lose control of
their drug-taking.
To explain this overconfidence, Kahneman (2011) has introduced a concept that he labels What
You See Is All There Is (WYSIATI). According to this theory, when the mind draws a
conclusion, it deals primarily with what it knows. These are the phenomena that the mind has
already observed, that is, Known Knowns. In the case of addiction, the Known Knowns are the
previously performed acts of drug-taking, which were uniformly voluntary and intended. Thus,
the mind concludes that acts of drug-taking are voluntary and intended actions. The mind rarely
considers Known Unknowns, phenomena that it knows to be relevant but about which it has no
information. An example of Known Unknowns is when the mind has been warned of triggers, or
has heard of addiction, but lacks understanding of how they actually work. Finally, the mind is
completely oblivious to the possibility of Unknown Unknowns, which are unknown phenomena
of unknown relevance, such as sign-tracking. Thus, early on, according to WYSIATI, the pattern
of voluntary and intended drug-taking establishes the Known Knowns as the set of possible
exemplars of drug-taking forms. It follows, therefore, that all acts of drug-taking that you witness
appear to be of this sort, that is, intended and voluntary. This is so because, with respect to drugtaking, intended and voluntary drug-taking are perceived as all there is.
A psychological scotoma is a mental activity in which one locks on to one idea and excludes all
others. For example, the idea that I am in control of my drug-taking is locked in, while all other

possibilities are locked out. In this way, I protect what I wish to maintain as my truth, even if it is
not true. The addiction blind spot, the psychological scotoma, that leads the user to be unable to
recognize that they are losing control of their drug-taking, is likely to develop because many of
the predisposing factors that favor the development of the scotoma are present. For example, (1)
representational momentum and cognitive momentum favor forward projected displacements
that continue the presented pattern of well-controlled drug-taking, and; (2) the illusion of control
biases the ego-hypertrophic and overconfident user to overestimate their control of their drugtaking, while failing to internalize the risk of losing self-control, and; (3) because of WYSIATI,
the user sees voluntary and intended drug-taking and concludes that, going forward, voluntary
and intended drug-taking is all there is.
These psychological factors relate to the processing and filtering of the mind’s representations of
reality. They do not act alone. They interact with the physical properties of the drug use
environment (drug rewards) that produce operant drug-taking through the use of a conduit,
which, in turn, induces sign-tracking of drug-taking, so that voluntary and reflexive drug-taking
responses resemble each other and are targeted at the same location (CAM). The addiction blind
spot, therefore, is created by the confluence of several factors that work together to blur the
acuity necessary to distinguish reflexive acts of drug-taking from those that are intended.
The blind spot increases the risk of addiction by concealing the evidence from the user that they
are losing control of their drug-taking, while simultaneously, increasing their use of the drug.
The remedy for this situation is to develop tools to boost the user’s awareness of and ability to
recognize the loss of self-control, and how the loss of self-control of drug-taking contributes to
the development of drug addiction. Levitch, Marcinkowski-Paulis, and Tomie (this volume)
report that telling stories about sign-tracking is an effective tool for boosting awareness of selfcontrol and how the loss of self-control relates to drug addiction in 9th–12th grade students.
Although psychological scotoma obscures the detection of these factors, our objective is to arm
the casual drug user with knowledge of sign-tracking which will reveal the stealthy aspects of the
drug addiction process. By boosting awareness of the difference between voluntary operant drugtaking as opposed to reflexive sign-tracking of drug-taking, the drug user will be able to more
quickly recognize the early indications that freedom of choice is slipping away and is being
replaced by an automatic and reflexive form of drug use.
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